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Abstract
Improving robots with self-learning ability is one of the critical challenges for the researchers in the area of cognitive robotics
and artificial general intelligence. This robot will decide when, where, and what to learn in a continuous visual environment
by itself. Here we focus on the procedural knowledge learning, which is sequential and considered harder to understand
compared with declarative knowledge in the cognitive system. Inspired by the architecture of the human brain which has
integrated well different kinds of cognitive functions, a Brain-inspired Active Learning Architecture (BALA) is proposed for
procedural knowledge understanding based on Baxter robot and human interaction. The BALA model contains four main
parts: inspired by Primary Visual Pathway, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is constructed for spatial information
abstraction; inspired by the Hippocampus Pathway (especially the recurrent loops in CA3 sub-region), a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) is built for sequential information processing related with procedural knowledge; inspired by the Prefrontal
Cortex, a Knowledge Graph based on Bag Of Words (BOW) is constructed for declarative knowledge generation and
association; inspired by the Basal Ganglia Pathway, we select Q matrix for Reinforcement Learning (RL). The CNN and
RNN parts will be firstly pre-trained on ImageNet dataset and standard Youtube Video-Scene dataset respectively. Then,
the RNN, Knowledge Graph, and Q matrix will be dynamically updated in the Baxter robot’s interactive learning procedure
with human cooperators. The BALA could actively and incrementally recognize different kinds of procedural knowledge.
In 22-type daily-life videos with procedure knowledge (e.g., opening the door, wiping the table, or taking the phone), the
BALA model gets the best performance compared with standard CNN, RNN, RL, and other integrative methods. The BALA
model is a small step on integrative intelligence interaction between the Baxter robot and human cooperator.
Keywords Brain-inspired architecture · Procedural knowledge · Deep neural network · Reinforcement learning ·
Knowledge graph
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Both declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge are
essential for robot learning. The declarative knowledge
describes what things are, which is factual information and
known to be static in nature, while procedural knowledge
indicates how to operate, which is more related to motion
behavior. Many efforts have been taken to make robots learn
these two kinds of knowledge quicker and smarter, such
as active learning [1, 2], learning from demonstration [3],
multi-robot cooperatively learning [4], or lifelong robot
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learning [5, 6]. From the perspective of active learning,
the robot firstly learns from scratch just like a baby,
then continually and incrementally updates its internal
knowledge representations to be consistent with the outside
world, and finally decide when, where, and what to learn in
a continuous environment by itself.
Until now, many powerful algorithms and architectures
have been proposed and applied to different robots. The
active learning based on Deep Neural Network (DNN) is
one of the leading representatives. DNN is considered one
of the most brain-inspired artificial algorithms, even though
the main learning procedure in it is still dependent on
Back Propagation, which is not biologically plausible. DNN
contains many different kinds of subtypes, for example, the
feed-forward type Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
the recurrent-type Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). As
CNN for example, it got inspirations from the feed-forward
and convolutional structures in the mammalian visual
pathway. This pathway is the procedure of information
abstraction from a high dimensional representation to a
smaller size (e.g., the numbers of neurons from Primary
Visual Cortex Area 1 to Area 4 descended [7]). CNN
and RNN are good at spatial and temporal information
processing, respectively. DNNs have been successfully
applied on spatial information abstraction tasks (e.g.,
ImageNet classification task [8–10]), sequential information
prediction tasks (e.g., video to text transformation [11,
12]) and long-term planning tasks (e.g., go games [13],
Atari 2600 games [14]). DNNs have also shown power
on robot-related active learning tasks [15], reinforcement
learning tasks(e.g., scene understanding task [11], table
tennis playing task [16], cooking task [17], humanrobot interaction task [18]) and multi-sensory integration
task [19].
It seems that the integrative CNNs-RNNs are suitable
architectures for the learning of procedural knowledge.
However, many challenges exist and are stopping the further improvement of them. DNNs are with thousands of
connections which make the tuning of them challenging,
especially for incremental learning. Then, the new experience will easily overwrite old knowledge in DNNs. Besides,
in a continuous environment, it is hard for a robot to get
enough both positive and negative training samples at the
same time during DNNs training.
Compared with DNNs, the Knowledge Graph is robust
at incremental learning and knowledge association but short
at spatial information abstraction and temporal information
prediction, which makes them more fit for declarative
knowledge. The Knowledge Graph is composed of nodes
indicating the symbols of concepts and the connections
showing the relationships between the concepts. Nowadays,
with the development of word vector [20], the information
conversion from Knowledge Graph nodes to DNN input

is more accessible, which, to some extent, makes the
integration of DNNs and Knowledge Graph possible.
Besides DNNs and Knowledge Graph, Reinforcement
Learning (RL) method [21, 22] has also shown its power
on semi-supervised learning and online learning tasks [23].
The RL is efficient, especially on the applications where
the labels are unbalanced, which is also the necessary
request for active-learning based algorithms. Deep-Qnetwork (DQN) [24] is another special kind of RL
algorithm which tunes the Q matrix-based DNN with
rewards. This integrative effort takes advantages of DNNs
(information abstraction) and Q matrix (best reward-based
action selection) and has shown power on many RL tasks.
However, most of these methods are not efficient in
the robot-learning tasks, where the training samples are
predefined instead of actively learned by a robot. Active
learning can effectively find the samples with valuable
information, which usually contributes to the faster training
procedure in a relatively large dataset or contributes to
the better application performance in adaptively changing
environments. Compared with traditional methods, active
learning could process larger training datasets well,
significantly reduce the training samples, and also greatly
reduce manual labeling cost at the same time.
Inspired by the architecture of the human brain, which
has integrated well different kinds of cognitive functions,
a Brain-inspired Active Learning Architecture (BALA) is
proposed for procedural knowledge understanding based
on Baxter robot-human interaction. The BALA model
contains four main parts: inspired by Primary Visual
Pathway, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is
constructed for spatial information abstraction; inspired by
the Hippocampus Pathway (especially the recurrent loops
in CA3 sub-region), a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
is built for sequential information processing related with
procedural knowledge; inspired by the Prefrontal Cortex,
a Knowledge Graph based on Bag Of Words (BOW)
is constructed for declarative knowledge generation and
association; inspired by the Basal Ganglia Pathway [25], we
select Q matrix for Reinforcement Learning (RL) with the
reward from human cooperator.
We have verified the proposed architecture on the Baxter
robot with a moving base. The CNN and RNN parts will
be firstly pre-trained on ImageNet dataset and standard
Youtube Video-Scene dataset respectively. Then the RNN,
Knowledge Graph, and Q matrix will be dynamically
updated in the robot’s interactive learning procedure with
human cooperators.
We have constructed 22 daily-life-type procedural
knowledge scenes (e.g., opening the door, wiping the
table or taking the phone). The robot will iteratively
learn different types of scenes and self-analyse them in
Knowledge Graph. When it finds a new scene, it will ask
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for the human cooperator for a True or Wrong reward.
Finally, the robot will learn well the new scenes actively
without forgetting the old ones. Our effort, to some extent,
could be considered as the functional integration of different
cognitive functions, and the integrative model will be
efficient on both declarative and procedural knowledge
learning tasks.

Related Work
Many efforts have been made in the research area of activelearning based algorithms for efficient robot-learning.
(1) Active learning in Sample Labeling. Many
researchers try to use the mechanism of active learning to
solve the increasingly training problem of big data in DNNs.
Paper [26] has trained Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) to get the generator model which would actively
generate the most valuable samples for experts to mark later.
Paper [27] proposed a novel method called Active, Incremental Fine-Tuning (AIFT), which could naturally integrate
active learning and transfer learning into the same framework. In AIFT, a pre-trained CNN is given firstly for
seeking worthy samples, and then fined tuned further in its
incremental learning procedure. Paper [28] combines active
learning with traditional regression problem for an integrative model, in which the model could overcome the deficiency about generalization ability of manually designed
selection strategy in cross-domain. A continuous incremental adaptive learning vector quantization (CIALVQ) method
is constructed for active and incremental learning for character recognition [1].
(2) Active learning in Developmental Robotics. For
the robots, they will usually face the problem of less
labeled data while having to interact with the environment,
especially in real-scene tasks efficiently. Paper [29]
proposed “Active learning with statistical models,” in
which they turned the “synthesizing query” problem into
a regression learning task by the mixture of Gaussians
procedure and neural networks, such as efficiently and
accurately learning how to predict the absolute coordinate of
a robotic hand’s joint angle by using a robotic arm as model
input. Paper [30] proposed a two-step learning process to
study the learning of traversability affordance on a mobile
robot. They firstly extracted the relevant perceptual features
for the affordance by a small set of initial interaction
data and trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) by
these features. Moreover, by defining a “curiosity band”
in hyperplane of the SVM, the robot can directly skip the
familiar situations and interact more with the uncertain
conditions. A bio-inspired neural architecture is built for
goal-directed action planning based on coupled interactions
between multiple internal models [4].

(3) Active learning in Reinforcement Learning. For
improving the exploration efficiency and performance of the
agent, paper [31] presented an interactive learning policy
called “Confidence-Based Autonomy (CBA)”. CBA firstly
trained an agent to identify states where the demonstration
was required based on a measure of action selection
confidence and then used the interactive teachers to correct
the mistakes. Paper [32] further used unsupervised learning
to construct the metacognition module for discrete task
representation, to evaluate the gain of prediction error and
take into account the relationship between the complexity
of the problem and the limited capacity of the organism
itself, and constructed an incremental algorithm for longterm active learning. In order to enable the agent to
explore the world more flexibly rather than through
hardwired “salient events,” Schembri et al. [33] proposed
a hierarchical reinforcement learning system that enables
robots to discover salient events autonomously. Besides,
they also use neural networks to process continuous states
and noisy environments.
As far as we know, active learning has been combined
with deep learning models to some extent to deal with
sample labeling and complex classification problems.
However, active learning is a big topic which will cover not
only the abilities of neural networks which more focus on
sensation, but also the skills related to understanding and
decision making. Hence, we need an integrative architecture
which could integrate well DNNs (both CNN and RNN),
Knowledge Graph, and RL for better active learning
performance in robots’ daily-life scene learning.

The Architecture of BALA Model
The Four Main Cognitive Information Pathways
The biological brain is authoritative for the excellent
integration of more than hundreds of cognitive functions.
In this paper, visual information processing, reinforcement
learning, long-term memory, knowledge association, and
reasoning are the most related cognitive functions which
may give more hints or the inspirations to BALA model.
The main cognitive pathways related to these functions
are visual information pathway, Basal Ganglia information
pathway, PFC information pathway, and Hippocampus
information pathway, as shown in Fig. 1.
The cognitive visual information pathway propagates
the raw information with high dimensions from Retina to
Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN), V1 to V4 serially until
the PFC with low but stable information representation.
The Basal Ganglia pathway loads the information from
PFC and dynamically update the glutamatergic (excitatory
type) or GABAergic (inhibitory type) inner connections
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Fig. 1 The four main cognitive pathways in the biological brain

between PFC and striatum according to the rewards from the
environment. The Hippocampus pathway contains different
sub-functions: firstly, it receives the output from Basal
Ganglia through thalamus, and also receive the information
from PFC (i.e., the place where storages the long-term
memory); then it further makes the analysis, prediction,
and association in its recurrent-type loop (e.g., EC, DG,
CA3, CA1 and back to EC); finally, it sends back the
signals to PFC and Basal Ganglia for the better information
representation and decision making respectively.
This mesoscale connectome from four main cognitive
pathways has given us the inspirations about the prototype
of BALA, for a more flexible and robust cognitive
architecture on Baxter robot.

The Brain-Inspired Active Learning Architecture
The proposed Brain-Inspired Active Learning Architecture
(BALA) contains four sub-modules: the visual information inspired CNN module; the Hippocampus information
pathway inspired RNN module; the PFC information pathway inspired Knowledge Graph module; the Basal Ganglia
information pathway inspired Q matrix reinforcement learning module. We summarize the four main brain-inspired
artificial modules as follows.
–

–

The visual information pathway inspired CNN
module. The feed-forward architecture of CNN [34] is
fit for the simulation of layer-wise visual information
pathway, and different scales of convolutional kernels
in CNN are also corresponding with varying scales of
receptive fields in visual cortex.
The Hippocampus information pathway inspired
RNN module. Hippocampus contains various kinds
of inner loops in or between its sub brain regions,
especially the CA3 area which has dense recurrent
feedbacks for memory enhancement and association

–

–

[35–37]. An RNN module in BALA here will play a
similar role with the Hippocampus pathway for not only
information association, but also the temporal information processing, especially related to the sequential
procedural knowledge.
The PFC information pathway inspired Knowledge
Graph module. The PFC is with six-layer architectures, and one of the main functions of it is the storage
of long-term memory. Here we consider that the PFC
works as the function of Knowledge Graph module
which not only saves stable information from the visual
pathway but also contributes to the memory association,
especially related to declarative knowledge.
The Basal Ganglia information pathway inspired
RL module. In traditional deep-Q-network, the final
two layers are respectively the hidden state layer and
output layer, in which the full-connectivity matrix
between them is the Q matrix. In the hidden state
layer, the variables of the states are analog quantities,
which make the number of input states in Q matrix
nearly infinite. However, this kind of network needs
too many training samples, which is hard to get in a
real scene. The biological Basal Ganglia circuit is a
reward guided update of the excitatory or inhibitory
connections, which makes the mapping from the stable
input states to output actions. Here we select more
straightforward Q matrix instead of deep-Q-network
as RL module in BALA for its timely and actively
learning characteristics. We will resolve the information
conversion problem from vectors to symbolic states by
Bag Of Words (BOW) method.

CNN: for Spatial Information Abstraction
The CNN module is shown in Fig. 2, which contains
five convolutional layers (the convolutional kernel size and
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Fig. 2 The architecture of CNN
in BALA model
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(4096 nodes)
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Dropout
5 Convolutional layers
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connections

Input

CNN(BALA)
Standard CNN
kernel maps in each layer is 11 × 11 × 128, 5 × 5 × 256,
3 × 3 × 256, 3 × 3 × 256 and 3 × 3 × 256, respectively). The active function is Relu and max pooling size
is 3 × 3.
The input of the CNN is the resized images with
a size of 227 × 227 with three color channels, which
are the sequences of frames from the raw video data
captured by the robot camera. However, for a standard
camera, the frame rate of the recorded videos will be
around 25 to 30 frames per second. Considering efficiency,
here we selectively choose the target frame as the input
images once in 100 ms, and the recorded time slot
is 10 s (around 100 frames per procedural knowledge
scene).
Considering that most of the connections in the visual
system of the brain are the result of evolution, here we pretrained the convolutional layers of CNN (by adding another
three full-connection layers with nodes of 4096) by general
ImageNet dataset [9] with millions of colorful images
and thousands of scenes. Then the pure convolutional and
pooling parts of the network are kept while dropping out the
three full connection layers.
These pure convolutional layers are efficient network module for information abstraction from 227 ×
227 × 3 dimensions to 4096 dimensions. We think
these 4096-dimensional vectors are the stable representation of the visual information (or called word vector of
nouns), which will further connect into the Hippocampus
inspired RNN module, and PFC inspired Knowledge Graph
module.

RNN: for Temporal Information Processing Related
with Procedural Knowledge
The effectiveness of RNN on temporal information processing has already been verified on many research areas [38].
The RNN module constructed here is with the Long-Short
Term Memory (LSTM) nodes, as shown in Fig. 3, where
the number of LSTM nodes in each layer is 80. The input
dimension of RNN is the same as the output of the CNN
module (e.g., 4096). The synapses between the input layer
and the RNN layer are full connections. The output dimension of RNN is 80, which represents the word vector of
verbs (different with word vector of nouns with a size of
4096). The RNN will learn the information representation
of the word vector of verbs. The word vectors will be then
packaged together into the next two modules. Firstly, the
PFC inspired Knowledge Graph module is used for memory enhancement and association. Then the Basal Ganglia
inspired Q matrix module is used for reward-based RL with
the interaction of human beings.
However, for a real-scene robot learning task, the tuning
of this constructed network is still a big challenge for
both the spatial information processing in CNN (which we
have already reduced the difficulty by pre-training with
ImageNet dataset) and the temporal information processing
in RNN. The input-output dimension is still too high
for RNN, which makes it fail on mapping the indirect
relationships between frames. Here we select a set of
general Youtube videos with 1691 daily-life videos and then
pre-train the RNN on it. The pre-trained RNN will show
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Fig. 3 The architecture of BOW, RNN and Knowledge Graph in BALA model

a better understanding of the scenes, and will further help
the learning procedure of Q matrix which is making the
decisions between states (word vectors) and actions with
interactive rewards from human cooperator.
The representation of word vectors of verbs is the key to
understand different types of scenes especially with specific
movement, for example, swiping table and taking phones
(take the phone from the table first and then take the phone)
are similar with each other (all of them contain the word
vector of table) but with different word of verbs. Better
learning of temporal representations between frames will
contribute a lot to better learning performance.

IDs) will identify and save in the RNN’s learning
procedure.

Knowledge Graph: for Memory Enhancement and
Association

Memory enhancement is significant for the robot to
dynamically storage the information while dropping out
the redundant data which is not related to the tasks.
In this condition, we select BOW method for memory
enhancement, which helps us better identify the important
words with high occur frequency. Also, these words will be
the input of RL module for better reward-based learning.

For most of the DNNs, the learned “memory” stored in
the distributed synaptic weights which are very hard to be
updated accordingly with the changing environment. Here
we construct the Knowledge Graph module for the symbolic
memory representation which is like a type of long-term
memory in the brain cortex. Hence the knowledge will be
stored in both networks with the kind of synaptic weights
and Knowledge Graph with the sort of symbols.
However, information in CNN and RNN is represented
by word vectors, which is in conflict with the symbolic
information representation of Knowledge Graph. Here we
give the Knowledge Graph some practical information
which is originally from the captions of the pre-trained 1691
videos in RNN module. The routing table between the word
vectors and symbolic words (with static self-incremental

–

–

The cognitive dataset contains 7737 nouns, and each
name has a word vector with 4096 dimensions. The
nouns are mainly from three main types: singular noun,
plural noun, and proper noun.
The dataset also contains 3771 verbs, in which each
verb has a word vector with 80 dimensions. The verbs
include six types: base form verb, past tense verb,
present participle verb, past participle verb, non-3rd
person singular present verb, and 3rd person singular
present verb.

⎧ 4096
(t) = CN N (I (t))
V
⎪
⎪
⎪ noun
80 =  RN N (V 4096 (t))
⎪
Vverb
⎪
noun
t
⎪


⎨
Rn = “Man , “T able , “Chair  , “P hone , “Apple , “Knif e ...






R = “J ump , “W alk , “Run , “P ick , “Clean , “Move ...
⎪
⎪
⎪ v
4096 (t), c )
⎪
Candidatenoun = arg maxcn BOWRn (Vnoun
⎪
n
⎪
⎩
80
Candidateverb = arg maxcv BOWRv (Vverb , cv , )
(1)

As shown in Eq. (1), I (t) is one frame of the continual
4096 is the word vector of noun,
visual input at time t, Vnoun
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RL Architecture
Actively learned procedural knowledge
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Negative reward

BOW of RNN for Verbs

RNN Architecture

Y/N

(2) Demonstration of action

Update of procedural
knowledge related weights
Generate word
of verb

Target action

Fig. 4 The interactive learning of RL and RNN modules with human cooperator
80 is the word vector of verb, R is all of the candidate
Vverb
n
word set of noun, Rv is all of the candidate word set of verb,
4096 (t), c is the confidence
cn is the confidence of the Vnoun
v
80
of Vverb . The CNN model receives sequentially frames,
and then output to the RNN model. BOW method will get
all of the vectors with high confidence (or high frequency
of occurrence), and then output the most related candidate
words to Knowledge Graph.

RL: for Reward Guided Scene Learning
As shown in Fig. 4, the RL module is a dynamical Q
matrix. Each row of it represents the receive states from
three sources: the BOW of CNN for word id of nouns;
the BOW of RNN for word id of verbs; the storage and
associate related ids from Knowledge Graph. The Q matrix
will dynamically allocate and expand the columns during
the active learning procedure for procedural knowledge. The
robot-human interaction will provide the necessary positive
and negative rewards to the Q matrix.

Experimental Results
A Baxter robot with moving base is set for the validation
of robot actively learning in daily-life scenes with the interaction of human cooperators. BALA model will make the
robot actively learn faster, better, and cost fewer samples.

The Baxter Robot Environment
The Baxter robot is a cognitive robot with human-like
structures (e.g., two arms and an LCD-screen face).

Consider that the camera in Baxter robot is all 2D cameras,
here we update it by additionally constructing a Kinect 3D
camera on its front chest, which works for the recognition
of human action demonstration.
As shown in Fig. 5, the Baxter robot gets the visual
input from both 2D and 3D camera (e.g., Kinect). We then
normalize the images into the standard size of 227×227 ×3
as the input information of the BALA model. The Baxter
senses the changing of the environment and starts to learn
how to recognize the different procedural knowledge with
the help of a human cooperator. The related codes can be
found in this link.1

The Pre-training of CNN with ImageNet Dataset
The CNN is pre-trained with standard ImageNet dataset
with 1.26 million images and 1000 classes [9]. After
training, we separate the network into two parts: the feature
abstraction part with convolutional and subsampling layers;
the classification part with three full connection layers (each
of them is with 4096 nodes). The feature abstraction part
will be the BALA-CNN module in the next step and will not
update in the active learning procedure.

The Pre-training of RNN with YouTube Video Dataset
RNN is pre-trained with YouTube dataset which contains
1691 videos related with procedural knowledge, for
example, the wiping the table, taking the phone, the opening
the door, and so on, as shown in the left of Fig. 6. The video
length is from seconds to minutes which leaves enough
1 https://github.com/thomasaimondy/BALA
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Step 2
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Fig. 5 The Baxter robot with a 3D Kinect. The robot will understand, interactively learn with human cooperator, and make the actions related
with procedural knowledge

space for us to make data expansion. These different scenes
contain some procedure-knowledge based behaviors and
further are used to test the robot’s active learning ability in
the next Section.

The Pre-training of Knowledge Graph with the
Caption of Videos
The Knowledge Graph is with the common sense knowledge from the caption information of the videos, which
contains about 85,550 description sentences, 7737 entities
of nouns, and 3771 entities of verbs. As shown in Fig. 3, we
group these noun and verb entities as a graph to describe the
relationships between them.

Fig. 6 The general Youtube video dataset with 1691 video scenes (left
figure), which contains videos from different sources, for example, it
includes a standard YouTube corpus (MSVD) [39], a M-VAD [40], and

⎧



DoN othing =  “nobody  , “doing  , “nothing
⎪
⎪

⎨



W ipeT able =  “person , “wipe , “table 



⎪
⎪ OpenDoor = “person , “open , “door  
⎩
T akeP hone = “person , “take , “phone

(2)

The Knowledge Graph will take the input from BOW
module with both ids of nouns and verbs. With the
experimental time going by, the robot will get multiple
entities in the same scene. For example, we group the
name entities related to some learned scenes, and the
result is as shown in Eq. (2). The Knowledge Graph will
work for the memory association and output the stable
and semantic words to the RL module. This procedure is
essential, especially in the dynamically changed scenes or
the environment with noises.

an MPII Movie Description [41] dataset. We also construct four types
of daily-life-scene dataset for robot learning (right figure)
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Fig. 7 The learning procedure
of a Baxter robot with the
interaction of human
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(A) Practical frames in scenes.
(1) Sensation.
(B) Human reply with Yes/No.
(2) Asking for questions.
(3) Learning from demonstration. (C) Human demonstration with actions.

The Procedure of Active Learning
Figure 7 shows the robot learning procedure, where the
robot receives the visual information, and then analyzes
them by CNN, RNN, and Knowledge Graph modules to
generate descriptive words for different scenes related with
procedural knowledge. The actively learned scenes include
the opening door, the wiping table, the taking phone, and
other similar scenes. Finally, human cooperators will further
judge these words.
However, not all of the input frames contain the
information related to target procedural knowledge, or
sometimes the robot may sense various scenes in a
continuous environment. Hence, the robot should learn
to focus on the proper frames. With the human-robot
interaction, the BALA model will process each frame of the
visual inputs and decide the focused words in Knowledge
Graph, then give a short decision in RL module for the
procedural knowledge identification.

(e.g., the confidence to each different scenes) is fit with
the raw recorded frames (on the top of the picture), which
shows that the robot is with the ability to generate procedure
knowledge and rightly separate two basic kinds of scenes
after only 7-times interactions with a human cooperator.


Candidate1 = “is  , “a  , “at  , “man , “in , “on ...





Candidate2 = “take , “walk , “table , “wiping , “cleaning  ...
(3)

Equation (3) shows some candidate words generated
by BALA model, for example, Candidate1 is from the
background scene, and Candidate2 is from the new
learned scene. After the interactive learning with a human
cooperator, the generated new words are more related with
“wiping the table” which will contribute to the semantic
scene identification.

Incremental Learning of Additional Scene
Learning from Scratch: Wiping the Table
Here we use BALA model to make the Baxter robot learn
what is wiping the table, and also how to recognize it from
another doing-nothing background scene. According to the
learning procedure shown in Fig. 7, we demonstrate the
learning performance of the Baxter robot in Fig. 8.
In this experiment, we select one procedural knowledge
scene for the verification of BALA on Baxter robot, e.g.,
the wiping table scene. For the comparison, we also set
another background scene (i.e., taking nothing actions). The
BALA model gets the continuous visual frames, and then
analyses and decides which kind of scene it is now. The
confidences about two types of scenes show in Fig. 8. From
the figure, we will find out that the robot’s understanding

After learning the wiping table and doing nothing scenes,
we make the robot go on, additionally learning the third
scene: opening door scene. The vectors of nouns and verbs
related with the learned two scenes have been saved in
Knowledge Graph module, which makes the incremental
learning of the third scene quickly. As shown in Fig. 8, the
confidence of the new scene (e.g., opening the door) will be
higher than the other two scenes. Besides, the confidence
about wiping table is higher than doing nothing in the
new scene, which is also reasonable since both the wiping
or opening will share closer verbs in Knowledge Graph
representations. Based on the reinforcement learning ability
and Knowledge Graph of proposed BALA, the robot could
additionally learn the new scene (e.g., opening the door).
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Fig. 8 (Left figure) The Baxter robot learns to recognize wiping the table from do nothing within seven times of iterations with a human cooperator.
(Right figure) The Baxter robot additionally learns to recognize the opening door scene

Actively Learning a New Scene by Self-analysis
After learning the wiping table, doing nothing, and opening
door scenes, we test the robot with unlearned taking phone
scene. The robot will make the comparisons of the new
view with the learned scenes by itself, and then make the
decisions about if or not actively add a new label for it.
As shown in Fig. 9, we use the confidence indicator for
the judgment of the learned three scenes. Consider that the
model has not learned the new fourth scene (taking phone),
the figures only show the three confidence lines for old
scenes. From the picture, whatever the position of new view
(e.g., between or after other scenes), the BALA shows a
sensitive perception about the new task which not only is
very different with the doing nothing background scene but
t=0s

t=4s

t=8s

t=12s

t=16s

also dramatically affects the confidence performances of
learned scenes (e.g., wiping table and opening door), and
the output of the confidence for memorized scenes will not
be stable (e.g., the cross line points with the symbol of “X”
in two figures). The robot actively asks the human the label
of the new scene, which at some extent shows the active
learning ability of proposed BALA model.

The Comparisons with Other Methods and the
Analysis

AccNewScene
AccN = N1 N
i=1
CostN = N1 N
i=1 maxI nteractionT imes

t=20s

Frames

Fig. 9 The confidence of the robot for four scenes, in which the taking phone is not learned, but the robot will self-analyse and make the
decision when to turn to human for a better new-scene label about it.

t=0s

t=4s

t=8s

t=12s

t=16s

(4)

t=20s

Frames

The taking phone scene is in the middle of learned views (left figure),
or at the end of the learned scenes (right figure)
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Table 1 The experimental results compared with other state of the art methods
Methods

Acc4

Cost4

Acc22

Cost22

CNN
RNN
CNN+RNN
DQN
BALA method

0.8235
0.8848
0.9181
0.9287
0.9418

100
150
200
800
50

0.7282
0.7168
0.7853
0.8129
0.8036

100
150
200
800
50

The 22 kinds of procedure-knowledge scenes are used to
test the CNN, RNN, CNN+RNN, DQN, and BALA models.
The accuracy and efficiency are used as the two indicators
for the performance of different models. As shown in
Eq. (4), the AccN is the mean of the accuracy for all of
the predicted new scenes, and CostN is the mean of the
maximum retraining interaction times for the new scenes.
The N is the number of scenes.
For the CNN, RNN, and CNN+RNN models, this is
a classic scene classification task. For CNN, we connect
an additional shallow three-layer classifier after the static
information representation (a 4096D vector) of CNN; the
number of hidden neurons is 100; the number of output
neurons is the number of scenes. Similar to CNN, a threelayer classifier is constructed with 80 input and 50 hidden
neurons for both RNN and CNN+RNN. For DQN and
BALA models, the interactive learning procedure is given
with the response and demonstrations to the robot.
As shown in Table 1, Acc4 is the mean accuracy for
actively and incrementally test of the four scenes with
procedural knowledge under cross verification, while the
Acc22 is that for the 22 scenes. From the table, we could
conclude that our BALA model can get the best accuracy
for four scenes and the minimum computation cost. The
performance for 22 scenes also shows power compared with
other states of the art methods.
The Cost4 and Cost22 are the two indicators for the
training iteration times of four and 22 scenes, respectively.
For CNN, RNN, and CNN+RNN model, the cost for them is
the best number of training times, which can be considered
as a hyperparameter. For the DQN and BALA model, the
cost for them is the iterative times for robot learning. For
DQN architecture, the training interaction times will be
much longer than BALA, which shows the efficiency of
BALA.

Conclusions
The successful integration of different functional building
blocks is the key to brain intelligence. In this paper, a Braininspired Active Learning Architecture (BALA) is proposed,
which contains four main parts, including a CNN module

for spatial information abstraction, an RNN module for
sequential information processing related with procedural
knowledge, a Knowledge Graph for declarative knowledge
generation and association, a Q matrix for RL.
Some daily scenes related to procedural knowledge are
set to test the abilities of BALA model on the perspective
of active learning. The proposed BALA is powerful on
several types of information processing: firstly, it could
work well on practical scene learning tasks which need
the abilities of processing spatial (based on CNN) and
temporal (based on RNN) information; secondly, it could
construct the Knowledge Graph by itself, make sense of
the outside world, and also sense the abnormal scenes;
thirdly, it could also learn fast by the interactions with
human cooperators (based on RL); finally, to some extent,
it has the ability of transfer learning, for example, the robot
which has learned what is wiping table will contribute
to the learning procedure of cleaning floor, which shares
the similar features of spatial and temporal information in
Knowledge Graph module of BALA.
We think the improvements in related brain-inspired
algorithms are making the robots faster, stronger, and more
robust for more practical application tasks.
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